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Conpectus

Dynamic materials which can sense changes in their surroundings and functionally respond by autonomously altering their shape, surface chemistry, transparency, color, wetting behavior, adhesiveness, etc. are primed to be integral components of future “smart” technologies. Indeed, a fundamental reason for the adaptability of biological organisms is their innate ability to so elegantly convert environmental or chemical cues into mechanical motion/reconfiguration on both the molecular and macroscale. However, design and engineering of robust chemo-mechanical behavior in artificial materials has proven a challenge; such systems can be quite complex and often require intricate coordination between both chemical and mechanical inputs/outputs as well as the combination of multiple materials working cooperatively to achieve the proper functionality. It’s critical to not only understand the fundamental behaviors of existing dynamic chemo-mechanical systems, but also to apply that knowledge and explore new avenues for design of novel materials platforms which could provide a basis for future adaptive
technologies. In this Account, we explore the chemo-mechanical behavior, properties, and applications of hybrid-material surfaces consisting of environmentally-sensitive hydrogels integrated within arrays of high-aspect-ratio nano/microstructures. This bio-inspired approach, in which the volume-changing hydrogel acts as the “muscle” that reversibly actuates the microstructured “bone”, is highly tunable and customizable; although straightforward in concept, the combination of just these two materials (structures and hydrogel) has given rise to a far more complex set of actuation mechanisms and behaviors. Variations in how the hydrogel is physically integrated within the structure array provide the basis for three fundamental mechanisms of actuation, each with its own set of responsive properties and chemo-mechanical behavior. Further control over how the chemical stimulus is applied to the surface, such as with microfluidics, allows for generation of more precise and varied patterns of actuation. We also discuss the possible applications of these hybrid surfaces for chemo-mechanical manipulation of reactions, including the generation of chemo-mechanical feedback loops. Comparing and contrasting these many approaches and techniques, we aim to put into perspective their highly tunable and diverse capabilities but also their future challenges and impacts.
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1. Introduction

Design of synthetic systems that sense and respond to environmental stimuli and chemical signals on both a microscopic and macroscopic level has been a longstanding scientific pursuit. But from a biological perspective, the interplay between signaling molecules and/or external stimuli and mechanical reconfiguration is commonplace, indeed fundamental, to nature’s ability to self-regulate and adapt. From the nanoscale (motor-like action of ATPases, conformational changes of proteins allowing allosteric regulation) to the micro/macro scale (phototropism, proton gradients that drive the beating of flagella, the motion of bacteria directed by chemotaxis), chemical signals correlated with a structural response, reconfiguration, or movement lie at the heart of many biological processes. Such diversity in the materials systems and mechanisms provides for an equally large range of elegant applications of chemo-mechanical actuators. The beating of cilia, hair-like cellular structures, in the respiratory tract helps to prevent biofilm formation, while the opening and closing of pedicellaria, flower-like extensions on the surfaces of sea urchins, are used for body cleaning and food capture. Cephalopods, such as octopus and squid, are artful masters of camouflage, making use of pigment-containing cells (chromatophores) that expand and contract to allow the animals to rapidly change color. The widespread demonstrated importance and versatility of such naturally occurring chemo-mechanical systems, particularly their extensive diversity in terms of scale, mechanism, function, and structure, serve as inspiration for the development of “smart” materials that are able to autonomously sense and adapt via self-regulated structural reconfiguration. Understanding and harnessing the power of combining chemically-induced mechanical responses with meaningful outcomes in terms of structure-function relationships, switchable surface properties, force generation, or directed chemical cascades, will be extremely valuable for designing responsive and adaptive systems.
From among the many classes of stimuli-responsive materials, hydrogels in particular have received substantial attention due to their ability to translate a wide range of chemical signals into a mechanical output in the form of the gel’s reversible volume change. Responsive hydrogels are crosslinked polymer networks which change volume in aqueous environments in response to stimuli including temperature, pH, humidity, light, biomolecules, salt, magnetic and electric fields, redox state, etc.\textsuperscript{22} One popular use of this chemo-mechanical response of hydrogels is that of an artificial “muscle”. For instance, when combined with “skeletal” arrays of high-aspect-ratio (HAR) structures, the hydrogel muscle is able to reversibly reconfigure/bend the embedded nano/microstructures, providing a means to switch surface properties and geometries in response to environmental cues.\textsuperscript{23-30} The interplay between controllable parameters such as the location and type of stimulus,\textsuperscript{23,26,28} the surface chemistry,\textsuperscript{28} geometry,\textsuperscript{26} and mechanical properties of HAR structures,\textsuperscript{23,25} and the patterning and topography of the hydrogel within the confinement of the structures\textsuperscript{25,27} provide for a highly tunable and customizable chemo-mechanical hybrid system based on just a few individual material components.\textsuperscript{31} In this review, we explore these different modes of chemo-mechanical actuation, examining how various chemical inputs as well as the physical combination of gel and HAR structure lead to a diversity of responses, actuation patterns, and functions. We describe systems in which the gels are either surface attached\textsuperscript{23-26} or tethered to the HAR structures,\textsuperscript{27} responding to homogenous chemical stimuli,\textsuperscript{23-28} gradient stimuli,\textsuperscript{29} and/or combinatorial stimuli,\textsuperscript{27} and with programmable actuation directions and bending angles.\textsuperscript{27,29} We explore how integration of the hybrid surfaces within different fluidic environments enables compartmentalized and spatially patterned application of stimuli further expanding the controllability of the chemo-mechanical response.\textsuperscript{26,28} Finally, we examine how such hybrid surfaces can be used to mediate chemo-mechano-chemical processes including feedback loops, laying the foundation for unique routes to the dynamic control of mechanically-mediated chemical reactions.\textsuperscript{28,30}

2. Hybrid Systems: Modes of Actuation

The hybrid systems we discuss here are all built from the same two fundamental components: 1) nano/microscale structures which provide the skeletal foundation for the hybrid surface and are to be dynamically reconfigured, and 2) a responsive hydrogel polymerized within the
confinement of, and covalently attached to, the structures such that a volume-phase transition of the gel induces reconfiguration of the structures (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Hydrogel-actuated hybrid systems are highly customizable, both in their chemical and mechanical properties. In addition to the tunability of each material (embedded structures or hydrogel) there are also various ways to combine them such to create a range of modes of actuation each with different chemo-mechanical behavior. Bottom left to right: large-area homogeneous actuation, localized actuation within a well-defined region, and localized radial actuation from tethered hydrogel pads.

Both the skeletal structures and the hydrogel can be chemically and physically modified in many ways to create a diverse set of surfaces with tunable actuation and surface properties. The structures themselves can be made from a variety of materials such as silicon or numerous polymers and can be designed to have a range of geometries. The structures’ tips can be selectively modified, such as evaporation of metal or by stamping of chemicals, enzymes, or nanoparticles. The hydrogel used is similarly variable in its chemical composition depending on the desired stimulus sensitivity, swelling ratio, optical properties, etc. For all hybrid systems described herein this gel volume-phase transition, and therefore actuation, is highly reversible and the actuation can be cycled many times with little system fatigue. With just these two materials, varying their chemical identity or surface functionalization and how the
hydrogel is physically integrated or configured within the structures leads to a variety of actuation mechanisms that can be selectively used to tailor the actuation response.

2.1 Chemo-mechanical actuation of HAR structures in surface-attached hydrogel films

In this mode of actuation the hydrogel is covalently attached to both the HAR structures and the basal surface (Figure 2a). With these constraints, the gel cannot expand/contract laterally as it changes volume, so its only option is to grow and shrink in thickness. However, the gel also may not slide up and down the structures; thus as it proceeds from the swollen state to the contracted state, its vertical shrinkage generates downward force on the embedded structures. Ultimately, this force generates instability in the vertically oriented structures and induces them to buckle, or tilt, in similar directions, allowing the gel to contract further and reach an equilibrium state. The structures thus actuate between two orientations upon exposure to a uniform, homogenous stimulus: 1) upright when the hydrogel is swollen and 2) bent when the hydrogel is contracted (Figure 2a). A variety of types of gel chemistries all exhibit this same mechanism. For example, with humidity-responsive hydrogel such as polyacrylamide (PAAm), structures are upright when the gel is hydrated and bent when the gel is dry. For temperature-responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm), the structures are upright when the temperature is below the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) of 32°C and bent when the temperature is raised above the LCST. For a pH-responsive hydrogel, poly(acrylic acid-co-acrylamide) (poly(AAc-co-AAm)), the hydrogel transitions between a contracted state where structures are bent and a swollen state where structures are upright between pH = 4–5 in accordance with the pKₐ of the acrylic acid.

The structures generally bend in reproducible directions with each actuation cycle. However, the particular bending direction is influenced by the HAR geometry. For example, symmetrical HAR post structures, which have no geometrically preferred bending direction, are observed to bend in small directional domains that diverge across a surface and are sensitive to localized asymmetries in the hydrogel or surface defects (Figure 2b). In contrast, asymmetric fin structures possessing a preferred bending orientation in accordance with their geometry generate large areas (cm² at least) of highly uniform directional actuation (Figure 2c). These surfaces can be used to modulate transparency or reflectivity in response to changes in the external environment, such as humidity or temperature, which could be useful for “smart” windows; if the
fin structures are coated on one side by shadow evaporation of metal, then when the fins stand upright the surface is highly transparent, but when the gel contracts and the fins bend over, the surface becomes reflective and opaque.\textsuperscript{33} The stiffness of the structures relative to the force that can be exerted by the gel dictates whether or not actuation can take place. If the structures are made from a stiff material such as silicon (Young’s modulus $E \approx 200$ GPa), very high aspect ratios of the structures (low effective stiffness) must be used to provide responsiveness.\textsuperscript{23} To induce actuation of lower aspect ratio microscale structures, soft flexible polymeric materials such as epoxies, polyurethanes, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), etc. that have stiffness in the MPa to low GPa range can be used.\textsuperscript{25} The exception is the case in which structures are free-standing in the gel and tilt rather than bend upon gel contraction, therefore removing any stiffness requirements.\textsuperscript{23}
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**Figure 2.** (a) HAR structures reversibly bend upon contraction/expansion of hydrogel. (b) Optical micrographs of micropost actuation with a poly(AAc-co-AAm) hydrogel (color from pH indicator) showing how the bending direction begins to diverge over short distances. (c) Microfin actuation with a PNIPAAm hydrogel that displays uniform actuation. Scale = 20 $\mu$m. Adapted from Reference 26 and 28.

### 2.2 Hybrid actuation systems responsive to chemical gradients

While surfaces described in Section 2.1 allow for generation of actuation over large areas by application of homogeneous stimulus, it is sometimes desirable to define localized regions of actuation with tunable bending directions. This complementary mode of actuation utilizes surfaces of composition similar to those described in Section 2.1 (hydrogel films covalently attached to the HAR structures and basal surface) but actuation is instead accomplished through the use of chemical gradients.\textsuperscript{29} Structures remain standing upright both when the gel is expanded and contracted, showing no actuation in the presence of a homogeneous stimulus.
Despite responsive volume changes in the gel. Instead, the structures bend specifically in response to spatial changes, or gradients, in the stimulus. This selectivity is achieved by, for example, polymerizing the hydrogel under conditions when the structures start out upright when the gel is contracted such that cycles of homogenous, vertical gel expansion and contraction exert no downward force upon the embedded structures. Bending is thus driven specifically by local regions of lateral gel expansion and contraction determined by a stimulus gradient (Figure 3a).²⁹

**Figure 3.** Actuation induced by the presence of a chemical gradient. (a) Schematic demonstrating the mechanism. (b) Diagram of the microfluidic setup used to impose a pH gradient upon a hybrid surface. (c) Modeling showing that the hydrogel at the gradient center shifts laterally, toward the contracted gel, driving the actuation. (d) Confocal Z-stack cross-section showing the topography of the hydrogel under the influence of a pH gradient. An optical micrograph of the same area is aligned underneath. (e) Optical micrograph allowing visualization of the pH gradient and showing actuation of structures toward the contracted gel (acid). Color arises from bromophenol blue pH indicator. Scale = 10 µm. Adapted from Reference 29.

Modeling and simulation, as well as the use of confocal microscopy to visualize the surface topography of the gel, elucidate this actuation mechanism. When a stimulus gradient is present across the surface, such as a pH gradient in the case of the poly(AAc-co-AAm) hybrid surfaces (Figure 3b), the gel is locally displaced laterally, in addition to vertically, across this gradient.
with the swollen part of the gel expanding toward the contracted gel (Figure 3c). This is in contrast to homogenous gel expansion and contraction where the gel only swells vertically. This lateral shifting, which always occurs in the direction toward the contracted gel region, is the driving force behind the actuation. The structures therefore always bend toward the contracted gel, and only within the transition zone where the gel profile is sloped, as visualized by confocal microscopy (Figure 3d). Farther from the gradient center, where the gel has reached an equilibrium swollen or contracted state, there is no net force on the structures and they remain upright. The width of the region over which structures are bent correlates with the gel thickness, which is the only relevant length scale in the system – thicker gels require a wider region over which to reach the equilibrium contracted and swollen states, so the area over which the gel laterally shifts also increases accordingly, allowing for tunable actuation areas from tens to hundreds of microns across the pH gradient.

Since the actuation direction is reversibly controllable with the shape, location, and direction of the applied chemical gradient, this mechanism provides tunability of the structural reconfiguration not possible with other mechanisms. Additionally, the surface acts as a sensor, operating as a visual vector gradient and reporting not only local variations in the chemical environment, but also any changes in topography of the hydrogel that might arise from other phenomena, such as gel creasing. Furthermore, such surfaces retain their ability to actuate in response to humidity such that upon drying all structures bend via the mechanism described in Section 2.1. This added ability to chemically manipulate the actuation and induce either localized or bulk actuation in the same system by switching from submerged to dry conditions can significantly enhance versatility and controllability of the responsive hybrid surface, rendering it capable of countless other response scenarios.

2.3 Thin hydrogel pads tethered to HAR structures

If the hydrogel is attached only to the structures and not to the basal surface, as opposed to the systems discussed in Sections 2.1-2.2, the gel is far less constrained within the surface plane, generating yet another distinct chemo-mechanical responsive actuation mode. The driving force behind actuation in this case is lateral gel expansion and contraction parallel to the surface plane induced by changes in a homogenous stimulus (Figure 4a,b). Structures are actuated radially inward and outward, with those near the edges of the gel receiving the greatest amount
of force and bending the most and those near the middle receiving less net force and remaining relatively undisturbed. Since the gel experiences significantly lower constraint in the lateral dimension due to the decreased surface confinement, the gels exhibit large in-plane swelling ratios, providing a route to tuning the structures’ bending angles across wide ranges with small changes in applied stimuli (Figure 4c). Because the gel expansion is radially outward, the bending direction is simply determined by the overall shape of the gel. Therefore, it is possible to achieve a specific actuation pattern by rationally designing the geometry and placement of the gels on the surface in combination with a corresponding stimulus.

Figure 4. Actuation induced by volume change of thin hydrogel pads. (a) Schematic of the actuation mechanism. Right: optical micrographs showing PNIPAAm hydrogel-actuated structures. Scale = 10 µm. (b) Scanning electron micrographs showing thin pads of hydrogel near the top and bottom of posts, demonstrating precise 3D control over placement. Scale = 5 µm. (c) Optical images of a circular pH-responsive hydrogel at three different pH values demonstrating tunability of the post bending angles. While posts near the center of the gel show little change in bending angle, posts near the edge can be almost entirely bent over to 70°. (d) Rhodamine covalently incorporated into poly(AAc-co-AAm)
hydrogel changes concentration as the gel significantly swells and shrinks thereby reversibly revealing and erasing the message “Word!”.

Generating thin hydrogels that are not surface attached, yet are still integrated with the HAR structures, is achieved by using multiphoton lithography (MPL).

A hydrogel pad as thin as 2 µm can be integrated anywhere along the lengths of the HAR structures, allowing the gel to be free from attachment to the basal surface, but not free-floating (Figure 4b). Since the gels are far more free from constraints they exhibit large swelling ratios, as can easily be visualized by the appearance and disappearance of a message drawn in rhodamine-modified poly(AAc-co-AAm) (Figure 4d). When the gel is contracted the dye is concentrated and the message is visible, but when the gel swells the dye is so significantly diluted that the signal is no longer seen under the same conditions.

Such optical response is reminiscent of chromatophores in cephalopods, where the expansion/contraction of muscles switch on/off the appearance of color.

3. Integration of Hybrid Surfaces with Fluidic Systems

With the exception of humidity-responsive gels for which the stimulus is the presence or absence of water or vapor, most responsive hydrogels require a fluidic environment to apply a stimulus. Consequently, development of different approaches for integrating hybrid surfaces within fluidic/microfluidic environments is essential to providing variable routes for patterning and compartmentalizing application of stimuli. A number of different configurations of the hybrid surface and its components (hydrogel and structures) with respect to the environment collectively allow for both horizontal and vertical compartmentalization of the stimulus to enable enhanced control over location, pattern, and rate of stimulus application.

The simplest fluidic environment is a bulk solution that can be changed externally, for example, by adding acid/base to induce volume change in a pH-responsive gel or by external heating to induce volume change in a temperature-responsive gel. Since the solution is homogenous, actuation is induced simultaneously over the whole sample (Figure 5a). For more localized actuation, the hybrid surfaces can be integrated within microfluidic systems (Figure 5b,c) with the actuating surface serving as the bottom of the microfluidic channel, laser-cut double sided adhesives defining the walls of the channel, and PDMS as the channel top.
Figure 5. Schematics showing (a) application of a homogenous stimulus to a hybrid surface, (b) integration of a hybrid surface into a microfluidic channel designed to apply horizontal laminar flow of different stimuli, and (c) integration of a hybrid surface into a microfluidic channel designed to apply vertical laminar flow of two liquids on top of each other. Cross-section of the system in (c) shows that the tips of the structures and the gel can be separated into different environments and structures may be moved in and out of the upper liquid environment via actuation.

Integration within microfluidic systems provides the ability to compartmentalize stimuli across the surface, both horizontally (Figure 5b) and vertically (Figure 5c). Horizontal compartmentalization, in which two solutions flow side by side, creates a well-defined chemical gradient that can drive actuation of structures as described in Section 2.2. Vertical compartmentalization (two solutions layered on top of each other) allows the chemical environment of the hydrogel to be distinct from, and independent of, the environment of the structures tips that protrude from the gel. Vertical compartmentalization can be achieved without microfluidics if the two solutions are immiscible and create a stable bilayer, but for entirely aqueous systems laminar flow can be used. The vertical compartmentalization can be designed so that the interface of the two solutions falls just below the tips of the structures, such that upon actuation the structure tips move in and out of the upper liquid layer (Figure 5c).
This vertical configuration is especially interesting as it potentially allows for actuating structures to serve as a transport and sorting mechanism, if the structure tips are functionalized to bind target molecules or even cells in the upper layer and release them within the lower collection layer.

4. Combinatorial Approaches: Structural and Chemical Manipulation of Actuation using Complex, Patterned Asymmetric Forces

The discussed actuation mechanisms provide a set of general routes for the predictable actuation of arrays of HAR structures via the mechanical forces exerted by responsive hydrogels as they expand/contract. These modes of actuation are complementary and can act cooperatively such that combinations of multiple approaches allow for even more complex actuation scenarios than a single mode alone. Through this combination of mechanisms, as well as by localized control over chemical stimuli and gel and HAR structure geometries, we have uncovered new ways to generate asymmetric forces on the embedded HAR structures, inducing them to bend in programmable directions.

For example, if we introduce variations into the hydrogel thickness and topography rather than using a uniform hydrogel film we can generate patterned actuation directions of the HAR structures.23,25 Such gel surface topography can be controlled by polymerizing the hydrogel under the influence of either a photomask or a 3-D topographically patterned confining surface (Figure 6a). Since a thicker hydrogel has a greater propensity for absolute volume contraction, it acts as a stronger “muscle” and embedded HAR structures are pushed or pulled by the thicker gel.25 For example, the "flowering" actuation of microposts embedded in a pH-responsive gel shown in Figure 6b can be created using a photomask with an array of squares. We further observe that three different states are accessible; posts are bent outward when the gel is fully swollen in basic conditions; posts primarily stand upright when the gel is contracted at pH<4, and the posts are bent inward toward the center of the gel square when the gel is fully contracted and dry. The actuation is highly reproducible and structures repeatedly bend in the same pre-programmed direction as determined by the gel topography with every actuation cycle. This patterned movement of the embedded structures can be modeled as a function of hydrogel thickness/topography,25 Figure 6c shows a model implemented in the finite element package,
ABAQUS, to describe the movement and strain in the system as a function of hydrogel swelling and contraction for the simple case of humidity-responsive hydrogel.
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**Figure 6.** Approaches to patterned actuation. (a) Schematic of fabrication techniques; a photomask or 3D-patterned geometric confining surface can be used to control hydrogel topography. (b) Schematic of actuation mechanism for hydrogel film with patterned topography. Right: optical micrographs of a pH-responsive gel in the fully swollen state (base), intermediate state (acid) and contracted state (dry) in correlation with the schematic. Scale = 100 µm. (c) 2D finite element simulation showing bending of polymer posts embedded in a responsive hydrogel layer with varied thickness. As the hydrogel swells/contracts the structures are strained, indicated by the color scale (red is large strain). (d) A hybrid surface that responds to bulk stimulus under the influence of a pH-gradient exhibits backward-bending behavior over short distances. White bars mark the base of the structures to help visualize bending directions which are marked with arrows. (e) Application of the pH-gradient at different angles relative to the length of the anisotropic fin results in tunable bending angles. Scale = 10 µm. (f) Temperature and pH-responsive hydrogels patterned in sequence with precise registration to form interlocking puzzle piece shapes. An exemplary post sitting at the interface between the two gels (red box) feels the effects of both “muscles” and bends in four different directions according to combinatorial stimuli. Scale = 10 µm. Adapted from References 25, 26, 27, and 29.

Further combining both structural/topographical and chemical approaches leads to an even greater diversity of actuation possibilities. For example, application of a chemical stimulus
gradient on a hybrid surface which does actuate in response to homogenous bulk stimulus can effectively induce specific structures to reverse bending directions over short distances (Figure 6d). Applying a chemical gradient along different axes of an asymmetric microfins also results in a tunable range of bending orientations (Figure 6e).29

It is also possible to generate localized asymmetries in gel forces and control bending direction of individual structures through the combination of chemical signals by using multiple types of responsive hydrogel (separately controlled “muscles”) to manipulate a single HAR structure. Using MPL, which provides the ability to pattern different hydrogels in sequence with precise registration, two (or more) gels can be positioned on either side of a HAR structure.27 Structures at this interface between the gels are pushed or pulled by the expansion and contraction of both gels simultaneously such that the bending direction is sensitive to different combinations of chemical signals, leading to multiple situation-specific bending orientations (Figure 6f).

5. Manipulation of the Chemical Environment using Hybrid Actuation Systems

Hydrogel-driven hybrid actuation systems are keen examples of chemo (C)-mechanical (M) actuators (C→M); the hydrogel provides the chemical sensitivity and the embedded HAR structures provide the basis for translation into directed motion. Taking this a step further, we can use the mechanical actuation of the hybrid system to induce a programmed chemical output (C2) distinct from the chemistry inside the hydrogel (C1) in a chemo-mechano-chemical cycle (C1→M→C2), opening routes for unique mechanistic control over dynamic chemical reactions, generation of output products including biochemicals, light, heat, or gas, and even the possibility of feedback loops if there is correlation between the chemical output and the hydrogel sensitivity.

To synchronize the responsive actuation such that the output reaction can be turned on and off by movement of the HAR structures, the chemical change driving the actuation (C1→M) must be physically separated from the reaction that produces the chemical output (M→C2). This is achieved by vertical compartmentalization systems discussed in Section 3: either by microfluidic layering, with two miscible liquids flowing on top of one another (Figure 5c) or with a static interface between two immiscible liquids. In this way, the chemical stimulus C1, which induces the hydrogel to expand/contract and drives actuation, can be introduced to the bottom layer,
while the top layer contains reagents that will be acted upon by a catalyst attached to the structure tips (C₂). When structures stand upright, their tips enter the reagent environment and the reaction is turned “on”; when the structures bend, their tips exit the reagent layer and the reaction is turned “off”. Because the chemical environments are physically separated, the system allows for the coupling of a wide variety of chemical inputs and outputs which may otherwise be chemically incompatible. For example, the use of pH as the chemical stimulus (C₁) can be used to turn on/off the fluorescence of a dye, the generation of oxygen from Pt-catalyzed decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, or the activity of a biochemical reaction such as luciferase-catalyzed oxidation of luciferin.²⁸,³⁰

If the chemical output itself triggers a differential response in the hydrogel and subsequently induces actuation, then it is possible to create an autonomous feedback loop within the hybrid system.²⁸ For example, a temperature-responsive PNIPAAm hydrogel can be paired with a variety of exothermic output reactions to generate a tunable homeostatic feedback loop that autonomously maintains the surface temperature at a programmed set-point (Figure 7a). When the temperature is below the LCST of PNIPAAm (T<32°C), the gel is swollen and the structures stand upright thereby turning on an exothermic reaction. As the solution heats to above the LCST, the hydrogel contracts causing the structures to bend, turning off the reaction to allow a cooling phase. When the solution cools to below the LCST, the cycle starts again, regulating the oscillating temperature within a few degrees of the LCST indefinitely, as long as the reagents are replenished.

Such feedback systems are tunable based on parameters such as the responsiveness of the hydrogel, exothermic reaction used, rate of heat production, structure geometry, and the location of the bilayer liquid interface. If the LCST is altered by changing the hydrophobicity of the hydrogel, then the temperature range over which the surface fluctuates changes accordingly (Figure 7b); a system where the gel has a LCST=32°C maintains temperatures of 31.0–33.8°C but a system incorporating a gel with LCST=27.8°C maintains temperatures of 27.1–29.7°C. Exothermic reactions demonstrated include the hydrosilylation of 1-hexene with triethylsilane, or 1-hexene with diphenylsilane, catalyzed by H₂PtCl₆, the decomposition of cumene hydroperoxide catalyzed by Ph₃CPF₆, and a click reaction between octylazide and phenylacetylene catalyzed by Cu(PPh₃)₂NO₃. Each has its own characteristic kinetics and heat generation profiles that ultimately affect the dynamics of the feedback process. If the heating rate is higher, for instance,
the amplitude of the temperature fluctuations increases and the oscillation period is shortened. Raising the bilayer interface results in smaller temperature fluctuations around a slightly lower temperature, presumably because the catalyst-bearing tips spend less time immersed in the reagent layer. Such geometric and chemical parameters lend the system a high degree of customizability.
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**Figure 7.** Chemo-mechanical feedback loops generated by actuation of a hybrid surface. (a) Schematic demonstrating the feedback mechanism of a temperature-regulating hybrid surface. Structure tips are coated with a catalyst that, upon entering the reagent layer, induces an exothermic reaction. This heat raises the surface temperature to above the LCST of the PNIPAAm, causing the gel to contract and the structures to bend, removing the catalyst from the reagent layer and turning off the reaction. The surface cools to below the LCST and the structures stand up, restarting the feedback cycle. Scale = 10 µm. (b) Surface temperature measurements for surfaces with two PNIPAAm-based hydrogels with different LCSTs. Adapted from Reference 28.

### 6. Conclusions and Outlook

Hybrid architectures, which take advantage of the unique properties generated by the interplay between multiple materials integrated into a coherent functional system, allow for the development of tunable chemo-mechanical responses otherwise unachievable by a single
material alone. Indeed, by exploring various approaches to the combination of just two simple and well-characterized materials—an array of structures and a responsive hydrogel,—a far more complex set of chemo-mechanical actuation mechanisms has emerged. The hydrogel, which has a reversibly responsive volume change, acts as the “muscle” that provides force to reconfigure flexible HAR structures. By varying the HAR structure geometry and surface chemistry, the hydrogel chemistry, topography, location, and pattern, as well as the spatial presentation and combination of stimuli, we access a few fundamental mechanisms identified herein, which provide routes to higher complexity of chemo-mechanical actuation. Such modes of actuation offer means of achieving large-area homogenous actuation, highly localized actuation, patterned actuation, and variable directions of actuation. Taking these systems a step further, we have developed an approach to not only translate a chemical signal into the mechanical movement of microstructures but to then translate that mechanical movement into a coupled chemical output. Therefore, such actuators switch system/surface properties not only through chemo-mechanical means, such as using the structures’ reconfiguration to alter adhesion, wetting behavior, or optical properties, but also through mechano-chemical means, creating outputs of light, heat, biomolecules, gas, etc., significantly extending the hybrid system’s versatility. While we have shown examples that utilize temperature-, humidity- and pH-responsive gels, additional systems are also being explored, such as those that actuate in response to light, pressure, highly localized actuation induced by laser heating of nanoparticle-embedded gels, and hybrid surfaces capable of microfluidic sorting of biomolecules or even cells.

Such materials that sense changes in their environment and functionally respond via chemo-mechano-chemical processes provide the foundation for next-generation self-regulating, self-sustaining, and autonomously adaptive “smart” systems. While fundamentally critical to the adaptive mechanisms and robustness of living systems, the ability to interchange mechanical and chemical inputs and outputs has proven difficult to replicate in artificial materials. While biology makes use of multi-step cascades, complex feedback processes, and ultra-sensitive chemical and mechanical receptors, we are still in the early stages of developing materials that exhibit comparatively simple chemo-mechanical responses. However, the great promise of such adaptive systems, applied to make self-camouflaging materials, actuating surfaces that prevent biofouling, or buildings that save energy by self-regulating temperature or light, continues to drive research in the field of smart, chemo-mechanical materials.
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